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This issue we are
concentrating on
entertainment, a
valuable
ingredient of the
holiday park
experience for
customers. Kids
particularly need
positive ways to

burn off energy in a safe environment
so that the whole family can relax and
enjoy their holiday. 

Even the smallest park can find space for
a kiddie ride, or a climbing frame and
when it is sited near a café or restaurant
– you can increase the dwell time and
sales of drinks and snacks. 

We bring you a profile of Silverdale
Holiday Park which has invested £1m on
its leisure facilities to include US-style
10-pin bowling, a new soft-play zone for
kids, as well as an updated leisure
centre with a larger supermarket selling
locally-sourced foods. 

With the new pound coin due to enter
circulation in 2017 and a new polymer
five-pound note arriving in September
this year, it may be that you will have to
update your coin mechanisms and note
acceptors throughout your parks. Fear
not, the task does not have to be an
onerous one. In our comprehensive
round-up of cash handling companies,
we bring you an array of solutions.

Nina

Holiday Parks

Management

Next issue

! The Glamping Show 
stands and speakers
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the Association

What’s in
this issue?

feature! include:
! Swimming pools 

and spas
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Pirates helped Torbay Council's tourism and
culture chief, Nicole Amil, officially cut the
tape on a new village of 60 caravan holiday
homes and lodges on the park.

There was a swashbuckling experience for
visitors at Landscove Holiday Park in Brixham
this April at the opening of the new holiday
home development. That's because Nicole
was joined by a riotous band of scallywags,
also known as the Brixham Pirate Festival
Committee who regularly thrill visitors to the
annual Brixham Pirate Festival.

The official opening signalled the start of a
two-day celebration event attended by
scores of families from the Brixham area.
With the help of Landscove's polished
entertainments team, plus park mascots
Loopy and Cyril, grown-ups and children
enjoyed a smile-a-minute time.

At the heart of the activity was the third
development of new holiday homes which
the park has seen in as many years – and
this is the most ambitious so far. Said by the
Landscove to represent a breakthrough in
affordable luxury living, the new village will
provide 47 top-spec caravan holiday homes
to own from around £25,000.

Also available will be 13 architect-designed
lodges with two or three bedrooms from
£120,000. According to Tony Clish, director of
Park Holidays UK which operates Landscove,
the properties will be making one of Devon's
most famous holiday hot-spots far more
accessible to holiday home buyers.

New Devon Holiday Park Ahoy

Derby-based Don Amott Parks has opened an
estate of holiday homes that is being hailed as
Lincolnshire’s most exclusive location.

The private, gated estate is located within its
Lakeside Park at North Somercotes. The new
development, Deer’s Leap, is set in a
beautifully landscaped, woodland area and
offers the latest, luxury holiday homes and
lodges.

Lakeside Park is one of Lincolnshire’s most
exclusive holiday parks and owners of a Deer’s
Leap home can enjoy the park’s entertainment
and leisure facilities and then stroll back to
their own peaceful, woodland retreat.

The star property on offer is the brand
new Windsor holiday lodge which was
designed and built exclusively for Don Amott
Parks by Willerby and is available as a 2 or 3
bedroom home. These 40 x 20ft properties are
for sale at £99,000 which includes a veranda
with colour-coded decking wrap and full set-
up.

The homes include a large lounge area with
full height ceiling and central fireplace, a
family sized dining area, double sliding patio
doors to a decking area with views of the
landscaped gardens and beyond. The
wraparound kitchen has every conceivable
modern appliance and all homes have an

integrated Bluetooth MP3
system for surround sound
and free Wi-Fi.

Group Chairman, Don
Amott, explained the idea
behind the new
development: “We wanted
to create a lifestyle concept
for like-minded people who
appreciate quality
accommodation and who
value their own privacy.

“Deer’s Leap is the ideal weekend base for
couples wanting down-time as well as families
who can enjoy all the leisure and sporting
facilities we have to offer.”

The centerpiece of the park is the Waterfront
Club, a custom-built complex with
entertainment for all ages. Here residents and
visitors can enjoy a drink in The Sportsman’s
Bar, seasonal entertainment in Oscar’s Cabaret
Room and can dine at Monty’s Restaurant with
its extensive family menu and the famous
Lakeside Sunday lunch carvery.

Perhaps the most popular facility at Lakeside
Park is the Tropicana complex. Guests could be
anywhere in the world when you bathe
beneath the palms in the superb heated pool,
the complex also includes a sauna, solarium
and steam room. For the more energetic
Lakeside provides a host of outdoor sporting
and leisure facilities, whatever the weather.
There’s a fitness suite and a tennis court. Or
owners can try their hand on the bowling
green. Children can enjoy the state-of-the-art
adventure playground while the older kids are
sure to head for the multi-use, all-weather
soccer pitch and games area.

Exclusive Gated Lincolnshire
Development Created





In a deal worth £11.5
million, Yorkshire-based
Park Leisure has
strengthened its portfolio of
five-star parks across the
UK, with the acquisition of
the award-winning Brynteg
Holiday Home Park, located
in Llanrug, close to
Caernarfon, North Wales.

The purchase of Brynteg, which was approved by Park Leisure’s Board
members, is their second acquisition in North Wales in just over 12
months following the £15 million arrival of fellow five-star holiday park
Plas Coch, Anglesey, to the group. The move cements their strategic
presence in the competitive North Wales holiday park market.

In 2015, Park Leisure turned over in excess of £59.6 million across eleven
holiday parks, a 45 per cent increase on the previous year. The addition
of Brynteg will see the company employee numbers grow to over 400
full and part-time staff members across its portfolio of parks and its York
head office.

The company aims to sustain and exceed the current five-star standards,
with future investment programmes planned to further enhance their
parks and facilities.

Gary Molloy, CEO at Park Leisure, said: “This represents yet another
milestone in our history, one that underpins our strategy of considered
growth through selective acquisition. It further reinforces our desire to
push industry boundaries, offering five-star, premium holiday parks
unlike anywhere else in the UK.”

Skelwith Fold Holiday Park near
Ambleside has created a series

of woodland enclosures
across its 130-acre site

which will see plants
and animals develop
as they once did
centuries ago. Guests
at a Lakeland holiday
park will this year
become part of an
experiment in time

travel, helping areas of
the grounds shift

hundreds of years back
into the past.

The secret to unlocking the past, says
director Henry Wild, will be the enforced absence from the
enclosures of people – and, even more importantly, of deer. Like
many parts of rural Cumbria, he says, Skelwith Fold’s grounds
have been dramatically changed over time by the impact of deer
grazing on herbs, shrubs and young trees.

But the increasing numbers of deer haven’t affected just
vegetation, says Henry, but also wildlife. Butterflies, bees, mice,
voles, and birds such as tits, finches, and woodpeckers are also
put under threat by deer feasting on the plants they depend on
for food.

However, the fight-back has now begun – and visitors to the
multi-award winning park will be able to witness the emergence
of native woodlands familiar to our ancient ancestors. “It’s a
fascinating scenario that we are staging here, and it’s unlikely
that we will have to wait long to see the first results of the new
biodiversity in our enclosures,” said Henry. “Deer, unfortunately,
have a particular passion for both rare and nationally important
flowering plants such as orchids, ladies smock, oxlips and
bluebells – but they could quickly recover. “I hope we’ll notice
soon the regeneration of these blooms, and then a greater
diversity of broadleaf trees like ash, hazel, rowan and willows
which deer also love to eat.

“Insects from beetles to butterflies, and animals such as rare
snails and shrews will also benefit – and this will have a knock-
on effect on birdlife which depend on such species for their diet.

“We dearly love our deer, and there will still be plenty for them
to feast on in our grounds outside the fenced enclosures – but
what goes on inside could prove extremely interesting,” said
Henry.
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Park News
continued

Skelwith Fold Offers
Time Travel Holidays

Park Leisure Acquires Brynteg
Holiday Home Park

AA five pennant rated Troutbeck
Camping and Caravanning Park
in the Lake District has been
sold from a guide price of
£1.1m.

Acting on behalf of owner Mr Fraser Smith, Colliers International sold
the c.4.6 acre site at Hutton Moor End, Troutbeck, to Neil Thompson, an
existing park operator.

The park provides pitches for 20 static caravans, another 36 for
touring/motorhomes and 18 for camping with a remaining pitch
occupied by an owner’s lodge. The park is served by an amenity block
with comprehensive facilities and an onsite shop. 

Benefiting from major improvements since Mr Smith took ownership in
2006, the business performs consistently well.

Troutbeck Camping and Caravanning Park is located just off the A66
near Keswick and is popular with holidaymakers wanting to visit
Keswick and the north Lakes, Ullswater, Eden Valley and Hadrian’s Wall.

Troutbeck Sold
for £1.1m 
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Emma Spagnola from Cromer has been named
as the winner of a brand new caravan holiday
home in a national draw organised by Park
Holidays UK.

After visiting the same Suffolk holiday park for
over 30 years, a North Norfolk mum has
learned that she has now made her last visit
there as a paying guest. That’s because lucky
Emma beat thousands of other entries to win
the keys to a fully equipped luxury leisure
home at Broadland Sands Holiday Park in
Lowestoft.

With 25 Park Holidays UK parks to choose
from, Emma plumped for Broadland Sands as
the location for her prize because of the many
happy holiday memories it holds for her.
Emma first began visiting the top-rated
Lowestoft park with her parents as an 11-year-
old. Her grandma later bought a caravan
holiday home there which allowed even more
stays.

Today, Emma and her husband Michael – who
have four children – are still regular visitors,
and spent their holidays last summer at
Broadland Sands. In fact, the family had
already booked another holiday at the park for

this May when the news came through
about Emma’s fabulous win.

Similar caravan holiday homes to Emma’s
prize, a two-bedroom Delta Radiant with
double-glazing and central heating, sell at
Broadland Sands for up to £34,995. But her joy
at winning Park Holidays UK’s annual draw
goes far beyond the cash value of the home,
for it will also represent a life-changing
experience for the family.

Emma’s three-year-old son Mason has been
diagnosed with autism which means, she says,
that he craves routine and consistency in his
life. Her new caravan holiday home will help
bring this about by allowing the family to
make regular visits to a holiday park from
which Mason already gets great pleasure.
More than that, says Emma, Mason has fallen
in love with the park’s mascot Loopy, and can
now look forward to repeated get-togethers
with his new pal!

Another bonus is that her 13-year-old son is a
keen go-karting fan and makes frequent visits
to a karting centre based near Broadland
Sands. Emma will also be inviting her mum
and dad to make use of the caravan holiday
home, and says they are looking forward to
reliving their fond recollections of the park.

Emma and her husband Michael – who is a
support worker with autistic adults – say the
prize really is like a dream coming true: “We’ve
always imagined how great it would be to
own a holiday caravan at Broadland Sands, but
having never won anything before I didn’t
really think we stood much of a chance,” said
Emma. “I was absolutely flabbergasted when
the letter from Park Holidays UK came through,
and we haven’t stopped celebrating since!

Worthy Winner of New
Park Holidays Home

Kubota Supports Leading
Agricultural University
Kubota is sponsoring
machinery to Harper
Adams University in
order to help
students learn about campus upkeep and
farm operations. 

The first machine to be delivered to the
university thanks to this new partnership
was Kubota’s RTV400Ci, a powerful and
rugged utility vehicle, which has been
provided by the company for use by the
university’s grounds department.

Receiving the RTV last month, grounds
manager Mark Hall said: “I am very
thankful to Kubota. This is a vital piece of
kit for us when maintaining the grounds
and sports pitches. It will allow us to easily
and efficiently move tools and equipment
around”.

Jemma Harris is the new northern regional sales
director for insulation specialist Actis, in control of the
growing sales operation in the North of England, North
Wales, the East Midlands and the whole of Scotland.

Her promotion follows an upturn in sales for Actis,
whose ‘one stop shop’ Hybrid range is proving
increasingly popular with builders looking for a
combination of thermal efficiency, ease and speed of
installation, cleanliness and lack of waste – plus the
need for only one company to supply insulation and
insulating membranes.

Jemma and her counterpart in the southern region,
Mark Cooper, say a 60% increase in the timber frame
market and the imminent arrival of new EN markings
governing the thermal efficiency of off site constructed

buildings and an updated BS standard for park homes, is seeing a marked increase in
sales of its three Hybrid products.

Jemma, an ex Naval weapons technician and PT instructor, spent seven years travelling
the high seas, is a keen swimmer and cross country runner and has completed three
marathons.

“My role involves working with the area sales managers to build on our already great
working relationships with distributors, architects and builders merchants across the
northern half of the UK” she said.

Harris appointed
Northern Sales

Director at Actis





Tailored Imports Ltd has been set up to be a
link between Far Eastern manufacturers and UK
businesses. “We will take on your sourcing,
sampling and full management of imports,”
says the company’s Oli Greenow.

The partnership behind Tailored Imports Ltd
boast a combined experience of 20 years in
construction, building and project management
with over 5 years’ experience of dealing with
the Far East; including everything from product
design, compliance, factory audits, trade fairs
and full management of supply and logistics.
The Tailored Imports team has clocked up some
25+ weeks in the Far-East over the last 3 years.

This summer the team has sourced stunning
and eco-friendly wood fired hot tubs and cedar
saunas. 

So if you either want information about the
current product range, or want Tailored
Imports to source products for you or your
business contact them on sales@tailored-
imports.co.uk.

Tailor-made Service
from the East
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Park News
NSM Music is supplying two new exciting
children’s products in the UK in association
with Italian games manufacturer Replay.

The Kiki Wall and the Kiki Table are
multimedia devices with a host of games
and educational applications, where
children can draw, learn and play together.
Graphics and software content can be
customized on both machines.

There are 20 games on each machine,
which can be updated with four new
games once a year. The Kiki Wall, which
can either be freestanding or wall
mounted, has a 22” monitor. It’s been
designed to meet the needs of the
youngest children and is extremely
compact. It’s ideal for locations that would
benefit from additional services and
entertainment for children.

The free standing Kiki Table Touchscreen is
suitable for all ages. It includes a tilt
feature for its 42” monitor, making it
possible to change the table and providing
maximum versatility for various games
and applications. This adjustable
inclination can adapt to any type of game.

The frame can be customized and its
design makes possible its use not only as
a totem, but also as a multimedia table or

info
point within a
huge range of locations.
As with the Kiki Wall, these include
restaurants, hotels, holiday parks,
shopping centres and airports.

“The games and activities on these two
machines are designed for children raging
between three and 12,” said NSM Music
Sales Manager Alex Kirby. “The Kiki Table
and Kiki Wall provide a safe environment
for children to learn and play, and parents
can rest easy that everything that can be
accessed is suitable for their children. Not
only can a single child enjoy the activities
and games, but groups of children can
also enjoy them together. They provide
excitement for children and peace of mind
for parents.

“The major difference between the two
machines – other than the obvious of size
and design – is that the Kiki Table is a
redemption product whereas the Kiki Wall
requires the user to pay for a set period of
gaming time,” he explained. Bespoke
graphics can be created and applied to
either machine, to include the business
and company details of the site manager
or owner.

Two New Kids 
Games from NSM

Mattressman Offers Even More Comfort and Service
This flourishing department of the UK’s
biggest online mattress specialist has
doubled in size and is fully equipped to
take care of the needs of holiday parks.

As part of their expansion, the
Mattressman trade department can now
come to you. They travel all over the
country, visiting customers to tell them
more about Mattressman’s services and
let them test out some of the trade
department’s best-selling mattresses. 

For business owners who want to treat
their guests to a luxurious night’s sleep,
the Hotel Pocket range is the perfect
choice, while the Landlord Tuft range is
ideal for those looking for a budget
mattress that’s both practical and
comfortable. By visiting businesses in
person, the Mattressman trade team
aims to further establish sound and long-
lasting relationships with their clients.

The trade team would be happy to visit
or chat about your needs on the phone,
offering expert advice and brilliant deals.
No matter how many mattresses you
need, the Mattressman trade team has
you covered. No order is too big or too
small, and there is free next-day delivery
on all orders over £45. 
For convenience, customers can also buy
mattresses as
bundles with
customisable
divan bases, or
buy divan bases
or bed frames
separately. Call
the team now
on 0800
5677625 to find
out what they
can do for you
and your
business.

Alex Kirby
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TiksPacs – Keep
Holiday Parks Clean
Dogs love going on holiday too but there are
some parts of the park where owners will
still need to clean up after them.

TiksPacs stations are unobtrusive but very
handy for sites and dog owners. They are
supplied fully assembled, including brackets
for mounting on existing poles or walls. They
come with 2,500 biodegradable dog waste
bags per year for each of the stations.

Property owners can lease TiksPac stations.
The stations are placed out in any area for
the convenience of dog owners, and at the
same time, can showcase a brand.

A TiksPac station with free dog waste bags
encourages dog owners to pick up after their
dogs. Site owners install the stations and are
responsible for making sure that bags are
available. The stations result in cleaner green
areas, playgrounds, sandboxes and paths.

www.tikspac.co.uk

Leading Rugby team and Guinness
PRO12 side, Cardiff Blues, have
taken delivery of a new Kubota
compact tractor, through Newport-
based machinery dealer, Ted
Hopkins Machinery.

The delivery of the Kubota STW40
tractor marks an association between
Cardiff Blues and Ted Hopkins that
has endured over 50 years. 

The condition and playability of the
match pitch at BT Sport Cardiff Arms
Park markedly improved following a
decision by the region in 2013 to
install a 3G surface. 

Cardiff Blues are only the third team
(Saracens being the first and then
Newcastle Falcons) in the UK to
move from a natural to wholly
synthetic surface, after years of
having to work with poor weather
conditions.

Head Groundsman Matthew Jones
has been at the region for a decade
and has overseen the transition from
natural to artificial pitch; a move that
has since allowed the region to not
only deliver on all fixture
commitments but also widen its
remit to host a range of community
fixtures and external bookings.
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Park News
continued

Woodovis Park was awarded Gold
as the Best Camping &
Caravanning Park in the whole of

the South West of England, at the Tourism Excellence Awards.

Woodovis is a calming sanctuary in a wooded escape run by John and Dorothy Lewis in
Galworthy just outside Tavistock. The eco-friendly park is focused on sustainable and eco-
tourism by appreciating the natural environment and sustaining its beauty to be enjoyed
by all visitors to ensure an experience to remember. This vision is evident throughout the
park with the development and features of the park.

All pitches sit close to the 5-star pool, spa and park facilities and at the end of a splendid
half mile avenue of beech trees. Which means guests always well away from the road
and the hustle and bustle of everyday life – but only a short walk to relaxation and fun.

In a night of double celebration they also won Bronze in the Sustainable Tourism
Category - pipped to the post by the Eden Project and the National Marine Aquarium,
who got Silver and Rail Holidays UK who got Gold which is pretty stiff competition. This
award is for businesses that can demonstrate achievements in making their business
sustainable, through a combination of environmental, community and communications
initiatives.

Cardiff Blues Welcome
new Kubota Tractor
Cardiff Blues Welcome
new Kubota Tractor

Matthew Jones (left) with Chris Hopkins
(right) at the BT Sport Cardiff Arms Park

The Best in the West
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Due to enter circulation September 2016,
the new £5 note will feature Winston
Churchill and will be the first plastic
banknote to be issued by the Bank of
England. The following year, 2017 will see
the Royal Mint issue a new £1 coin,
something which has been widely spoken
about because of its unusual 12 sided
design, which might remind those of a
certain age of the old threepenny bit
which was withdrawn from circulation
back in 1971.

Although the polymer banknotes will be
released first, it seems to be the
introduction of the new £1 coin (which will
not be released until 2017) which has
everyone in the industry talking. 

Our current £1 coin has been in circulation
for over thirty years, much longer than the
normal life cycle of a modern British coin.
The new coin will be twelve sided and
made from two different coloured metals.
The new £1 will become the most secure
coin in circulation, allowing the UK to
rapidly reduce the amount of counterfeit
coins. All cash handling equipment will
have to be updated ahead of the new
coin’s introduction in March 2017.

More information is known about the new
UK polymer banknotes. The notes will
enter circulation this September and will
feature Winston Churchill. The £10 note
will be replaced the year after, again
issued in polymer and will feature Jane
Austin. The £20 will also be replaced in
the future and it has been confirmed that
this again will be a polymer note. The new
polymer note range will be slightly smaller
in size than our current notes, with
increased durability and enhanced security
features, thereby offering more fraud
protection. Polymer banknotes are
manufactured from transparent plastic
film, specially coated with an ink layer that
enables it to carry the printed design
features of banknotes. The materials allow
the inclusion of ‘windows’ or clear portions
in the design, which enhance protection

against counterfeiting. Despite the visible
material change the UK polymer
banknotes will retain their overall look. 

Innovative Solution
We spoke to Andy Bullock, Business
Development Manager at one of the
leading manufacturers of cash handling
equipment, Innovative Technology, about
the hot topic that everyone is talking about
our new £5 note and £1 coin.

“In terms of note validation, polymer
banknotes pose no additional issues, all ITL
note validators will accept and stack as
normal after a simple currency dataset
update. Although new to us in the UK,
polymer notes are already widely used in
a number of countries worldwide including
Australia and Canada” he said.

With the new notes due to be issued in
September, we will ensure customers have
access to currency dataset files during the
summer, allowing sufficient time for all

validators in the field to be updated ahead
of the note entering circulation. To further
simplify the process, we will create a SMART
Update Tool allowing all equipment to be
updated with one of our DA3 handheld
programmers in minutes” he said. 

It is vital that any customers still using old
dipswitch units (which became obsolete at
the end of 2014) update to newer USB
validators before the introduction of the
new £5 polymer note. No update will be
available for the original dipswitch NV9
and NV10 units.”

To stay up to date with all of the latest
information on the new UK notes and
coins visit our website 
www.innovative-technology.com

Over the next two
years we will see the
introduction of polymer
banknotes and a new
twelve-sided £1 coin in
the UK with new
material, designs and
security features.

All change for 
banknote! and coin!
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Astrosystems: For Reliability 
in Accepting Cash 
The arcade can provide hours of entertainment for all members of the
family on holiday or out for a day at the seaside. However, the success
of arcades machines is quite often dependent on the ability to take
cash efficiently.

As a cash handling specialist, and manufacturer of the Microcoin coin
mechanism range and the GBA note validator products, AstroSystems
Ltd are all too aware of the need to offer a reliable component, that
does not cause the prospective player any anxiety when trying to pay
for an amusement machine, ride or game. This stage is critical when
trying to retain interest in a machine.

Especially designed for this market, the Microcoin SP coin validator, has
proved itself to be an exceptionally successful product, particularly in
the UK, where it is the default coin product for the pool table industry.
There is also a noticeable wpresence in the jukebox, amusement
machine, and kiddie ride arena. 

The extremely high levels of reliability of the SP, together with a
unique jam release mechanism, have made this a very attractive
product to operators and service technicians. The jam release
mechanism easily clears any item caught in the coin path, be it a lolly
stick or a screwed-up bus ticket. By simply pressing the reject button a
few times, the path of the Microcoin SP moves
away from the body, thereby releasing the foreign
object.

Remote downloading of firmware and software
via a PC-based program enables
the machine engineer to keep the Microcoin
SP coin mechanism fully up to date. With
the forthcoming introduction of the new £1
coin in 2017, AstroSystems Ltd are on track
to release a new configuration by
the end of the year.

As a further optional extra, the SP
can be fitted with a stylish SP
115mm faceplate which offers a
blue illuminated coin slot, or a top
entry faceplate suitable for retrofit
within a standard amusement
door.

Astrosystems Ltd are based in
Oxfordshire, and have been in the
currency handling business for
over 20 years.

For further information, please
contact
info@astrosystems.co.uk or call
01235 772201.

Maggi & Maggi 
Initially founded in 1992 as
Maggi & Maggi UK, a token
and change distributor,
Maggi Electronics has
transformed into one of the
largest, most trusted service
and support centres within the UK.
Today a family company based in the
North West of England, employing over fifty members
of staff throughout a number of specialised
departments, we are fully qualified and equipped to
assist with all your electronic needs. Our twenty-plus
successful years’ experience of supporting field based
activity, matched with our next day advance
replacement service, in-house delivery service and our
highly successful next day carrier partnership; means
we are perfectly placed to service the electronic
industry within this dominating digital revolution. 

Quality Assured 
With a combined 200 years of technical experience in
the repair, service and supply of electronic products,
you can rest assure knowing that only quality assured
products will be delivered from our select range of
refurbished products, which come with a 100-day
warranty, and our range of new products with a full 1-
year warranty as standard. This covers the structural
integrity and components against faulty or defective
manufacture, sourced from our highly respected
selection of manufacturers, who share our commitment
to product quality, consistency, and value for money,
giving you complete peace of mind 

Full Service 
Our full service includes a vigorous sonic bath, internal
segment cleanse, parts inspection and relevant
replacement. 

Deliveries 
We currently deliver to Scotland, The North East,
Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Warwickshire, Staffordshire,
Cheshire, Lancashire and Worcestershire; in addition to
our next day carrier service we can arrange collection
and delivery for all your electronic needs, call 01204
520 012 for our up to date routes. 
With the wheels in full motion for the launch of the
New £5 Polymer Banknote due this Autumn, and the
New £1 coin due next year, all the information you
require in Getting Prepared is at your finger tip visit
www.maggielectronics.co.uk 

Contact us:-
sales@maggielectronics.co.uk 
T: 01204 520 011 Or come and visit our workshop
based in Bolton, Bl1 2SZ
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Holiday Park Wi-Fi Systems
Every cloud has a Silver Lining!

0333 335 3344
sales@silverliningnetworks.co.uk

www.silverliningnetworks.co.uk

Simple solutions for technical needs

* Please contact us for more info on our free equipment and installation

Silver Lining Networks specialise in providing Wi-Fi solutions
for holiday parks and campsites.

We have a number of Wi-Fi network options available:
" Site wide public systems " Social hotspots " Free Equipment*ADD ANOTHER DIMENSION 

TO YOUR EVENT
Visit the Glamping Show and discover how glamorous

accommodation can create the ultimate event
experience for your audience.

Planners and organisers
of events, festivals,
parties, weddings, 

product launches and
corporate events can

see the latest products and services plus attend 
FREE seminars providing expert advice, ideas and
valuable information on service, profit and guests.

TO REGISTER  
visit:www.theglampingshow.com

THE GLAMPING SHOW
22nd – 24th September 2016

NAEC, Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
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This is a time of great upheaval in the UK
cash-handling market. The new £1 coin will
be introduced early next year packed with
the very latest security features. It is bi-
colour and bi-metallic with a 12-sided
design, with round edges and corners. The
UK banknotes are moving to polymer – the
five pound polymer note is set to be
released in September this year.

All coin and note handling products will
have to be updated. Some may have to be
replaced. The team at SUZOHAPP can

provide a great range of solutions. In
particular, SCAN COIN (now a part of the
SUZOHAPP Group) enjoys an excellent
reputation for coin and note
sorting/counting. The DTC9 is a heavy-duty
coin sorter that counts and sorts up to nine
different coin denominations at a rate of up
to 600 coins per minute. It automatically
rejects foreign and/or damaged coins.
Furthermore, the DTC9 includes a
touchscreen display and a keypad for easy
access. The Newton is just one example
from the banknote sorting range that is a
heavy-duty two-pocket currency sorter that
uses Windows CE as an operating system,
thus creating a well-defined, user-friendly
interface. With an ability to count, validate
and sort banknotes, at a rate of up to 1200
per minute, unrecognised and suspect notes
are rejected without stopping the counting
process making this an exceptionally
efficient part of the cash office.

SUZOHAPP offers a great range of change

machines from the
Comestero changers
range. Indeed, SUZOHAPP
can offer a wide array of
solutions to satisfy
change machine
requirements, including
the standard model Dual
Coin Pro and the high-
end change machine
ROCK. 

The RM5 HD is the
SUZOHAPP solution for
electronic coin validation.
Furthermore, SUZOHAPP
offers a wide range of coin hoppers, such as
the Evolution, Cube and Flow.

Contact SUZOHAPP today to find out how
you can get your business ready for the
new £1 coin and polymer notes.

www.suzohapp.com/eu

Holiday park operators need to be aware
that they are in a melting pot along with
retailers, amusement arcade owners,
vending operators and car park operators
who all need to update countless pieces of
equipment – with just over 10 months to
go, they need to act now. 

Some coin processing machines can be
upgraded to accept the new £1 coin.

However, some older
machines
will need
replacing
entirely. If
you purchase
a coin
processing
machine
from
Cummins
Allison now,
rest assured
that it can
process both
the old and

new £1 coin.

We also have some great trade-in offers at
the moment, so if you want to upgrade
your equipment, be ready for the new £1
and save money all at the same time,
contact Cummins Allison as soon as
possible. 

Cummins Allison has a dedicated Service
Department for upgradeable machines, and
a Sales Department to supply replacement
machines for those that cannot be
upgraded. Whether you have an existing
Cummins Allison machine or a different
brand, talk to us today about the best way
to ensure your organisation is ready. 

If your existing coin processing machine is
upgradeable, that is the most cost effective
route. However, some coin counting
equipment may be old enough that
upgrading it may be false economy,
especially if the machine only has one or
two years life left in it. If you’re looking at
replacing the machine, now is the perfect
time to look at our range of coin sorting
machines and see if there’s something
better suited to your needs. 

We have machines from the desktop
JetSort® 1000, with processing speeds of
up to 2,200 coins per minute, to the free-
standing JetSort® LX which processes up to
4,100 mixed coins per minute, along with a
host of other features to make your coin
counting as quick, efficient and accurate as
possible. 

It’s difficult to future-proof against upcoming
currency changes, especially if a hardware
upgrade is required. However, with the
release of a new polymer £5 note in
September of this year followed by a new
£10 note next year, park owners should also
be looking to upgrade or replace any note
counting equipment as soon as possible. As
with coin, some note processing machines
can be upgraded whereas others will need
to be replaced. The most important thing is
to not leave it too late – we’re happy to talk
to you anytime about the best solution for
your business. 

E-mail sales@cummins-allison.co.uk , call
us on 0800 0186484 or visit
www.cumminsallison.co.uk.

Choose SUZOHAPP to ensure your business is ready

ACT NOW SAYS CUMMINS ALLISON 



Clearly, the arrival of the secure UK polymer
banknotes, followed quickly by the new 12-
sided £1 coin will prove to be a very busy
time for the UK’s Holiday Parks and leisure
sites, when there are more choices and
challenges than ever facing machine
operators. It’s for times like this, when good
solid advice from someone you’ve been
working with really counts, that the E-
Service team can make a real contribution. 

Focussed 100% on the UK’s gaming and
amusement sector operators, E-Service is
ready to help. The company brings years of
experience in currency hardware and
technical support to the table, and is 
well-equipped to support Holiday Park
operators via our highly trained engineers
across the UK. Coin and banknote
equipment needing conversion, upgrade or
replacement in preparation for the new UK
currency can be confidently placed into the
safe hands of the E-Service team. 

Fresh from attending the HM Treasury
currency pre-launch meeting in London this
week, E-Service Managing Director Mike
Clokie is clear on the timetable ahead
“Amusement, gaming and vending machine
operators can start work with us early this
summer to install the essential software
upgrades to their coin and banknote
validators. The new £1 coins and polymer
£5 notes have already been released to
currency equipment manufacturers, and E-
Service expects to have a complete range of
new firmware to deploy from the leading
suppliers in the coming weeks”. 

Early preparation and calibration of coin and
note equipment is the key to a smooth
transition, believes Clokie. “We are available
to attend your site and help pull together a
complete upgrade plan for all your
equipment, if this would help,” he
explained. “We have some time- and cost-
saving ideas for currency counters, change
machines and other hardware that can help
make a huge difference to your Holiday
Park’s currency upgrade plan.” 

To further assist leisure sector operators, E-
Service has prepared and published its own
‘Guide to the New UK Currency Upgrade’,
which is available free of charge from the
company’s website www.e- service.co.uk or
by telephoning 01707-280050. “This is a
simple to use, comprehensive overview of

which hardware can be updated and which
must be replaced,” explained Clokie. “The E-
Service team can also provide all sorts of
other benefits, including trade-in offers,
advance replacements and field engineer
visits that will make life a great deal easier
for busy Holiday Park managers who need
this UK currency upgrade process to be
carried out swiftly, smoothly and without
unnecessary expense.” 

The new £1 coins and polymer notes will
co-exist in people’s wallets and pockets for
a considerable amount of time, further
emphasising the need for leisure centres
and holiday parks to prepare well in
advance. HM Treasury expects that 50% of
the old £5 notes will have been removed
by Christmas 2016, and that 99% will be
out of circulation by June 2017, when the
old note ceases to be legal tender. 

“It’s a significant industry challenge ahead,”
concluded Clokie,“ but I am
confident that the E-Service team
are equipped and ready to help
our many clients across the UK.
The good news for everybody is
that the new £1 coins and
polymer notes will be amongst
the world’s most secure
currencies going forward.
Back in 1696 when the Great
Recoinage Act was passed,
10% of the nation’s coins
were fakes and
counterfeiters were being
hanged from the
gallows! I’m sure we can
all take comfort that
things will go a little
more smoothly in the
21st Century....!” 

Need a copy of our
Guide or some
more advice on
how to prepare
your machine
operation?
Please just
give us a call
on 01707-
280050 or
email
sales@e-service.co.uk to
talk with our helpful and experienced
Customer Service team. 

E-Service Sets Out the Timetable There are 29 million
transactions every day
in the UK for under £5.
Yes, 29 million! And of
the 1.6 billion £1 coins
in circulation today
being used to pay for
many of these
purchases, some 45
million are
counterfeit...! 
Currency integrity and
security are of vital
importance to us all,
HM Treasury has
announced, and we
must therefore prepare
for imminent change... 
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Our energy future
While we wait in hope for the southern
France ITER nuclear fusion collaboration to
supply unlimited power for everyone; there
are major energy supply shortfalls to address.

The larger picture in the UK is that by 2050,
demand for power could rise by as much as
600% and measures must be put in place in
2016 to start the transition process.

Current generation cannot meet supply so a
system of local micro grids across the whole
of the UK is absolutely essential. Residential
and business communities will collaborate to
provide local energy for their immediate area
and parks taking a lead is good PR.

As ever - money plays a part here; incentives
for certain technologies are now focused on
new areas. The key is identifying which
technology brings the biggest return on
investment whether subsidies exist or not.

Energy storage
In order to make our new nationwide micro
grids work we must have somewhere to
locally store the energy produced - my
partners and I are currently evaluating certain
energy storage technologies which are an
emerging energy trend in 2016 since
investing in a battery storage facility is a high
cost exercise with very high financial returns
due to incentives in place; we will mention
this again later in the article.

My road map to sustainability for leisure
parks starting with energy trends in 2016

Metering and monitoring
P272 is the directive from OFGEM, which
requires all non half hourly meters 05-08
maximum demand profile to change to half
hourly (HH) meters by 1st April 2017. HH
meters give accurate frequent data resulting
in closer monitoring of energy use. Eventually

03 and 04 meters are likely to be included.
I strongly recommend you install low cost
radio monitors for electricity, water, gas and
especially bulk LPG given the very real health
and safety risks as well as cost caused by
large leaks.

Once monitors are in place they can help
identify where new technology can be
introduced, for example voltage optimisation
(VO), which typically reduces electricity costs
by 12-15%. Returns are backed up by a
financial guarantee in some cases, which is a
very important consideration.

VO can also be incorporated in the
aforementioned battery storage units which
may be sited close to buildings which have
high consumption; these units store energy
at night when electricity is cheap, then
release the energy for up to two daytime or
evening hours when energy costs are higher.

The park site draws energy from the storage
unit, which automatically cuts power from
the grid within milliseconds without any
disruption and because energy storage is
such a central part of the future grid system
there are very attractive financial payouts for
using these units.

Other technologies to consider:

Solar has sadly lost the former attractive
subsidies, whilst biomass remains well
supported as does ground source heat, which
is a huge source of warming energy.

How holiday parks can
avoid a penalty
With the Carbon Reduction Committment
(CRC) now scrapped due to over-complexity,
the UK government is imposing much higher
climate change levies from with the big jump
from current rate of 0.6 pence per unit of
electricity in up to 0.9p 2019 and bulk LPG
rates almost doubling.

Whilst a fraction of a penny charge may not
seem to matter it will impact most bills by
well over five per cent in future. Why pay
this?

CCL will be continue to be charged on
electricity, natural gas and bulk LPG for those
parks which have not taken exemption under
the HMRC mixed use rule. Fortunately most
of you will by now have taken my advice on
how to benefit from CCL exemption.
Further advice on this and other
developments can be found at my Leisure
Park Energy E-newsletter

What is clear that energy trends in 2016 are
just the start of a huge and confusing
process, one that holiday parks will need
guiding carefully through.

This article written by Adam Beckett, who
owns Leisure Park Energy , an
independent energy management
consultancy for UK holiday parks. Sign up
to his newsletter here:
leisureparkenergy.com

This year sees a
discernable shift up a
gear towards more
sustainable energy
production and
conservation, with new
technology appearing
driven by UK
government policy and
resultant financial
incentives for business
owners.

Holiday parks can play a
part, reducing costs
increasing profits and
cutting carbon to meet
conservation targets.

Energy trends 
2016 and beyond
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RotoSpa have four brands of hot tubs ideal for
the Holiday Park market, starting with the
DuoSpa, perfect for two adults, ideally suited
to small accommodation. 
The Orbis is a circular 4-5 person hot tub,
that's extremely good value-for-money.
RotoSpa’s large circular hot tub the QuatroSpa
is 2 metres in diameter and can easily
accommodate 5-6 people. Finally, there is the
Duraspa, which is square, measuring 2
metres along each side. This spa has 2
loungers, 1 deep captain seat and 2 other
seating positions. Although a dedicated 5-
man spa, 6 people can easily be
accommodated. 

All of the spas have top of the range jets,
heating control systems and pumps. All of
the parts are stocked at their factory in the
Midlands. 

RotoSpa spas are purpose built for the reality
of daily use, with low running and
maintenance costs. The company has won
awards for quality of construction, durability
and value for money. They offer peace-of-
mind warranties and all the relaxation, health
and social benefits a hot tubs brings.

The portable spas are lightweight, robust, fit
through doors and can be rolled into place by
1-2 people making them ideal for hire.

They are incredibly easy to install, all you
need is a plug and tap! “For holiday parks hot
tubs are more than on trend, they are here to
stay. As site owners are realising hot tubs
generate extra income, repeat business and
make venues stand out!” says the company’s
Matthew Zacaroli. 

RotoSpa hot tubs are best suited for holiday
park environments because they have a

tough exterior, which doesn't
degrade after a full season

outdoors. The covers are
tough and

replacements don’t
cost the earth.

RotoSpa can
also supply
swim spas, in-
ground spas
and commercial

spas. They have
the only portable

commercial spas in
the UK. These are

great for events as they
hold three times more water,

with DE filtration technology to ensure crystal
clear water for multiple use.

The company has a team of engineers to
offer expert advice, alongside pool and spa
parts, accessories and chemicals.

RotoSpa builds hot tubs on site in the
Midlands and works together with a number
of Holiday Parks to ensure that staff are
trained to safely maintain the hot tubs for
both the parks’ and their customers’ peace of
mind.

For holiday parks with glamping, Rotospa can
now supply small biomass boilers to heat
their tubs, they can even supply hot water for
a shower too!
“At Rotospa we are aware that some
glamping sites would love to have hot tubs
but they don’t have the electricity supply
required to power them. We have come up
with solutions using either outdoor portable
gas fired or biomass pellet fuelled boilers.
Call us to find out what we can build for
you,” adds Matthew.

www.rotospa.co.uk

Hot tubs are now the
number one
requirement for online
searches and tend to be
the highlight of most
customers stay. Leading
UK hot tub manufacturer
Rotospa believes that
they increase
accommodation
occupancy by 25% and
drive out of season
bookings. 

A Tub 
for Every Kind of Holiday Park

a d v e r t o r i a l
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Creating urban meadows is a fast and
economical way of providing a striking
colour effect to both large and small areas
and can be used to both enhance the
appearance of a facility or disguise or
provide an uplift to areas that may be of a
dull or unattractive nature.

Case Study 1
At Paignton Zoo in Devon, a site was left in poor condition
following some recent demolition work and it was
necessary to ‘make-good’ on a very limited budget. Euroflor
urban flower seed provided an excellent and beautiful
solution to a very tricky problem. A Euroflor Honey mix was
selected and this provided outstanding displays of colour
and flower from early July through till the beginning of
October. 

Catherine Mortimer, Head Gardener at the zoo stated: 
“Regular visitors coming to Paignton Zoo for years said they
had never seen such a beautiful flower display in the zoo
since they have been visiting. I truly feel that the display
created by Euroflor could compete with even of most
flamboyant animals in the zoos collection.”

Case Study 4
A similar effect was taking place in Essex. Lake Meadows is a popular and
extremely well-visited park in the heart of the town of Billericay and has been
receiving much public praise for a flower meadow sown with a Euroflor seed
mix called ‘Sarah Bouquet’ which provides height, colour and a prolonged
flowering period.

“We have been overwhelmed that so many park users have commented on
how amazing the
flower meadow
is and how much
they have
enjoyed it,” say
the Friends of
Lake Meadows, a
group of
volunteers and
supporters work
together with
Basildon Council
to maintain and
develop the park.

Colouring the countryside
…natura"y!

Case Study 2
A little further down the coast into Cornwall, St Enodoc golf course selected
Euroflor in conjunction with the renovation of one of the tees. As it was
necessary to
change the course
of a stream and
because the banks
were bare, it was
decided to sow
some Euroflor
urban meadow
flower seed in
order to provide
some visual
aesthetics to the
hole. 

Scott Gibson the course manager commentated, “The flower seed mixtures
we used were Ground Cover and Honey and the club membership was
completely taken by the flower display and received many accolades through
the season from visitors and garden enthusiasts. We had colour all the way
into the latter part of October right up to the first frosts.”

a d v e r t o r i a l

Case Study 3
In Doncaster, the Metropolitan Council trialed three
areas of wildflower planting with a variety of Euroflor
seed mixes

“We were looking at ways to reduce grass cutting and
the sowing of wildflower seeds was an option:” stated
Gill Gillies , the Councils Assistant Director for the
Environment, “The areas sown were in full bloom
throughout the summer prompting an influx of
compliments on social media. Comments ranged from
‘an amazing entrance into Doncaster, to an enormous
benefit to an abundance of wildlife.” www.rigbytaylor.com



Among the extra facilities at Silverdale
Holiday Park near Arnside is now a US-style
ten-pin bowling alley with electronic scoring
and computerised stats such as ball speed.

But bowling is not the only striking new
attraction at the park. A new kids' soft-play
zone, function rooms, bar extension and extra
restaurant seating have also been served up.

In addition, the leisure centre now includes
an enlarged supermarket with an emphasis
on locally sourced food and drink, from
Lakeland artisan bread and cured meats to
Cumbrian craft beers.

According to park owner Michael Holgate, its
latest investment is already receiving the
thumbs-up from both holidaymakers and
local people belonging to its leisure club.

The new features join the leisure centre's
swimming pool complex with spa and sauna,
and a professional gymnasium with state-of-
the art exercising equipment 

In 2016, Silverdale Holiday Park is marking its
sixtieth year under the Holgate family's
ownership – and Michael says all the signs
are that this could be its busiest season ever:

"We finalised plans for our new
developments before Cumbria's flooding
problems arose, but were determined to
press ahead so they would be ready for the
new season," he said.

"In the event, the initial fall-off in enquiries in
December was quickly replaced by a strong
upswing as the year got underway – and
business levels are now higher than this time
last spring.

"Cumbria will always remain a dream holiday
destination for many people, and I think
visitors have been given extra confidence by
the resilience shown by our tourism industry,"
said Michael.

Silverdale Holiday Park provides over 500
caravan holiday homes to buy and to let,
pitches for touring caravans, motorhomes and
tents, and luxury timber-built camping pods.

Its many accolades include Cumbria Tourism's
overall holiday park of the year award two
years ago, and a top gold award in 2016 from
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Holiday guests and local
residents are having ball
after the opening this
month of a new £1m
makeover and extension
to the leisure centre at a
top South Cumbria
holiday park.

Striking highlight of 
Cumbria park's 

£1m leisure makeove#



botanist David Bellamy for its environmental
care.

The Holgates first came to Silverdale in 1956
from the Blackburn area in Lancashire where
Michael's grandfather, Billy, had started a
successful caravan manufacturing business.

The family's plan was to both carry on the
production side of the operation whilst
running a holiday park in this scenic part of
Cumbria, just over the Lancashire border.

In the event, the park enterprise proved even
more commercially buoyant than
manufacturing, and after Billy passed away,
his son Frank decided to concentrate entirely
on developing Silverdale.

On what was formerly just over 100 acres of
grass and scrubland, the park as it is today
began to take shape with extensive
landscaping and the introduction of new
facilities.

By the 1970's an
outdoor
swimming pool
and café had
been built, and in
1999 the main
building was
remodelled to
include a new
swimming pool,
gym, restaurant,
bar and shop.

The new leisure
facilities,
combined with
the picturesque
location of the
park with its spectacular view across
Morecambe Bay, soon won Silverdale a
national reputation for holiday excellence.

Today the business provides employment for
around 135 people, largely recruited from the
local area where job opportunities are scarce,
forcing some to move away from their
communities.

Another local benefit, said Michael, is that
Silverdale offers holiday homes for sale,
which don't impact on nearby housing stock
by forcing up prices and creating "ghost
villages".

Under Michael's stewardship, the business
has continued to expand and now comprises
six parks in Cumbria and North Lancashire, all
have which have benefitted from investment
in their facilitates.

The aim, he says, is to ensure that the
company's name on every park it owns
remains synonymous with first-class
surroundings and good value holiday home
ownership opportunities.

Silverdale, however, remains the company's
flagship – and prospective buyers of holiday
homes are often advised that they must join
a waiting list until a unit or plot becomes
available.

Like his father Frank, who passed away at the
start of 2015, Michael is a firm believer in
running his business along sustainable lines
and safeguarding the natural environment.

Botanist David Bellamy describes the park as
a "glorious wildlife wonderland", and
Silverdale has for many years been the
holder of his prestigious Conservation Award
at its top gold level.

Ensuring that the park's natural heritage
remains unaffected by
change is a priority for
Michael – but in other
respects, he is a keen
advocate of embracing
new ideas and consumer
expectations.

One recent example has
been the introduction of
new top-end timber-built
camping pods:

"We noted a few years
ago the traction that
camping pods were
gaining, and suspected
that the trend would be
for these to evolve in

terms of what they provided guests," said
Michael.

"I don't think that the simple concept of a
wooden tent is now a sufficient draw for
holidaymakers who want a glamping
experience – there must be an element of
pampering involved.

"That's why the units we've chosen for
Silverdale are closer in refinement to a
modern caravan holiday home or lodge, and
don't involve sacrificing any creature
comforts.

"Pods appeal to a very wide age range, but
especially to younger couples and families
who want to enjoy the notion of a closer
connection with nature in the great outdoors.

"In fact, we are finding right across the park

that the type of experiences this industry
offers is appealing increasingly to new
generations of couples and parents.

"The continuing popularity of motorhomes,
for example, is attracting a younger market
of park holidaymakers, some of whom start
by hiring and then go on to buy their own
vehicle.

"A while ago it was thought that touring was
represented by an ever-ageing customer
base, but for some years now we've seen
that trend go in to reverse.

"The same is true of holiday home ownership
which was once typified by mature couples
with more leisure time on their hands,
perhaps because their children were now
grown up.

"Today, though, we often see those children
themselves investing in a holiday home so
that they and their young families can enjoy
frequent breaks throughout the year.

"But if the average age of park users is going
down, expectations are certainly increasing –
and I think businesses need to be aware of
this if they are to carry on competing
successfully.

"The quality of the surroundings and facilities
is obviously important, but so too is the
standard of hospitality offered by the park
and the welcome it provides.

"It's interesting that despite the millions we
have spent on Silverdale over the past
decade, guests who review our park on-line
often praise our friendly atmosphere as much
as anything else.

"Much credit for this must go to our park
team, and is reason why our investments in
Silverdale will continue to include a
substantial provision for staff training and
development," said Michael.

There is more information about Silverdale
Holiday Park, and the five other Cumbria
and North Lancashire parks belonging to
the Holgates group, at
www.holgates.co.uk 
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Bowled over:
Michael Holgate
with assistant
manager Lisa
Stephenson roll out
the new facilities
at Silverdale
Holiday Park
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Their long-proven and exciting range of high
earning 12v battery-operated Moto GP Bikes,
F1 Racing Cars, Go-Karts, Bumper Cars and
Bumper Boats, are all twin seat for carrying a
‘Parent and Child’, which can all safely be
used either indoors or outdoors, without
creating any air or noise pollution… which
mothers especially appreciate, when they are
trying to get small children to sleep early in
the evening.

Due to their safe low-voltage source of
motive power, they allow leading UK leisure
operators to provide their young Holiday Park
visitors with the most profitable and fun to
use range of battery rides available, without
the need to be near an electric socket, except
for when charging batteries.

All the rides are fully
controllable by the operator
for speed, volume and
length of play, and they can
also be set to run on free-
play for use during
promotional events such as
children’s parties!

The new FUNSIZE Mini Animal and FUNSIZE
Mini Formula One Racing Car Rides
are the latest sensation from
World of Rides for 2016, and
each ride is fitted with a seat
sensor in order to ensure that
the child is safely seated at all
times, as well as a front sensor
to ensure that the ride stops
before it runs into anything.

The single rides can be used by all children
between the ages of three and twelve years
old, and as well as being able to turn 360
degrees, and each ride plays exciting sound
effects whilst it is running, and LED lights are
fitted all around the base… to both heighten
the appeal, and also to allow the rides to be
operated under low lighting levels, as an
exciting attraction.

The FUNSIZE range requires only a 4.5M x
4.5M (15ft x 15ft) track size, so they can be
easily situated in games rooms, cafeterias
and soft play areas.

Children’s rides are a very important part of

both attracting and retaining visitors and
guests in holiday parks, as their children
remain the single biggest influence to
families choosing a holiday destination to

visit.

Most of the major holiday parks
across the UK and Europe either

own these rides
themselves, or have an
operator run them for
them, in order to ensure

that their visitors and
guests enjoy the best time

possible, and keep returning again and again. 

They also make a full range of other rides,
including 240v static children’s rides, three
seat carousels and sand pit diggers… pedal
quadricycles and water bikes… as well as 24v
bumper cars, bumper boats and motor
launches for use in above ground pools and
natural lakes!

These rides can all be viewed on their
website: www.worldofrides.com 
In the event of any queries, then please
contact David Robinson on: 
david@worldofrides.com or 0191 4920999

With over forty-six years
of service to the Leisure
& Holiday Park
industries, World of
Rides remains one of
the leading suppliers
with the largest single-
source range of
pay-to-play battery
operated rides available
anywhere within the UK! 

Indoors or Outdoors 
– A World of Fun 

That’sentertainmentThat’sentertainment
Holiday Parks and entertainment go together like strawberries
and cream. We may have moved on from bonny baby and
knobbly knees competitions but the need for family fun has not
lessened in the slightest. 

Park Holidays UK announced this month that it is spending £2
million in 2016 to lay on morning, noon and night entertainment
to guests as part of their holidays. They have hired the services of
cult legend Timmy Mallett as well as providing a free programme
of activities, games, and live shows. These will include
Paddington Bear who will host a marvellous marmalade picnic

for the kids, the darts gameshow Bullseye and Live Pro Wrestling.

Of course, not every park has the budget to provide star
performers and a furry mascot can build a following just as
enthusiastic for a fraction of the price! So we have rounded up a
number of other forms of entertainment that will not only keep
families happy in the sun but on less temperate days as well.
Bowling, for example, is a brilliant way to boost bar sales and
you would be surprised at how little space is needed. Every park
should consider children’s rides and a proper playground as well.
Because when the kids are happy, the parents are too.
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Northern Leisure Group Ltd/Kiddy Rides have
teamed up with childrens television giant
Nickelodeon to produce their latest range of
coin-operated rides. 

The company is currently working on its
newest addition, PawPatrol. PawPatrol is a
CG action-adventure preschool series starring
a pack of six heroic and hilarious pups. They
all have a unique blend of problem solving
skills and cool vehicles. The show is featured
in the top ratings in many countries including
UK, Australia, Canada, Europe, India & Mexico
to name a few, and is currently the #1 selling
toy brand in multiple territories.

The ride is based on Marshall and his Fire
Truck with the character riding alongside the
child in the front seat. "We chose to design
the ride based on Marshall as he is one of
the primary characters and seems to be a
certain favourite over the majority of young

viewers," states Gareth Jones, Northern
Leisure's Production Manager. "The Dalmation
pup is the team’s brave fire dog. He's
excitable and clumsy and definitely the most
comedic character from the group driven by
physical slapstick humour which contributes
to the reason why young viewers love him
so much!" The Fire truck is produced in high
quality coloured gel with features including
great sounds and bright LED lighting. 

The first ride Kiddy Rides produced from the
Nickelodeon range was the evergreen
lovable character SpongeBob SquarePants. 

The ride is made entirely from self coloured
gel coat and includes the character
SpongeBob with his pet snail Gary, riding
along in their Krabby Patty Wagon. The ride
features pushbutton sound effects and a
small LCD display incorporated into the ride’s
dashboard. The display shows colourful sing-

a-long lyrics that play in time with the
show's theme tune which can be heard
throughout the duration of the ride.
"The ride is extremely popular with both
Operators and children and is performing
very well on site. We also have high
expectations for the PawPatrol ride to
perform equally as well. There's been a
terrific amount of work involved producing
the rides to ensure the characters and
vehicles represent their brands perfectly and
we're extremely pleased with the results!"
concludes Gareth.

Both rides are available to order now from
Kiddy Rides with expected full production for
PawPatrol beginning May 2016.

www.kiddyrides.uk.com

Licensed Ride!!
Totally Paw-Some

Jolly Roger (Amusement Rides) Limited is a
leading manufacturer of licensed and
premium coin-operated kiddie rides. Since
1988, Jolly Roger has built its leadership
position and reputation for quality by
incorporating innovative design.

Kiddie Rides form part of the leisure mix
offered by retail, they increase dwell time,
which leads to additional spend for the
location. A ride helps to relax parents and a
relaxed parent is more likely to spend!
Jolly Roger holds a wide range of new and
used rides. One of the latest innovations is
the Ezee Swap; a video simulator platform
with interchangeable rides. Operators can
swap their chosen rides and place them on
the platform to suit their environment.

This exciting coin operated simulator ride is
aimed at the 3 – 7 age range and each ride
option offers 4 selectable on-screen tracks
creating a thrilling experience that the child
will want to repeat again and again. Videos
are easily swapped when changing the ride
by inserting a flash card and dongle.

The Ezee Swap simulator is fitted with a 22”

TFT display which is
featured on the inside
of the platform.

The Ezee Swap ride
moves in a rocking and side to side motion
following the on screen footage. The ride is
fully automatic, features pushable buttons
and playful sound effects.

The platform ride can be fitted with
detachable rides, which are easily changed
on site. There is a wide selection of themed
rides including a Bumble Bee, Racing Car and
Propeller Plane, which feature a steering
wheel or grab handle. 

The simulator platform ride is available in a
variety of colours and can be customised to
display company logos, as can many other
rides in the Jolly Roger range. 

Cofton Country Holiday Parks recently
purchased a Camper Van ride which they had
made up to their own specifications. 
“I was looking for a ride that was in keeping
with the theme of the park, we already had
a tractor from Jolly Roger which was re-

furbished and to a very high standard,” says
Chris Jeffery of Cofton Country Holiday Parks.
“I knew the Camper would fit in well on the
park as the kids are on holiday... I didn’t
expect to be able to choose the colour let
alone be able to completely design the
camper to our brand specification! The kids
love playing on the camper as the
touchscreen adds massive play value to the
ride. The ‘Cofton Camper’ now takes pride of
place in our foyer.”

In addition, Jolly Roger used rides are a great
introduction and cost-effective way to own a
children's ride. All our used rides are
refurbished to a very high standard and are
supplied with a three-month return to base
warranty and a twelve month health and
safety certificate. Please note that used rides
stock is limited due to high demand.

www.jollyroger.co.uk

from Jo"y Roge#
A Tailor-Made Attraction
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www.world of rides.com
‘FAMILY FUN FOR EVERYONE!’
Fabulous Finance Deals Available!

...our business is child’s play!WORLD OF RIDES
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Crammed with music, videos, karaoke, bingo,
race nights, quizzes, games and advertising
features, The Entertainer has been designed to
help drive footfall, increase dwell time and
maximize customer spend in a wide range of
venues including pubs, clubs, holiday parks,
hotels, university campus venues, and cruise
ships.

It features a simple to use touch screen
providing instant access to a huge variety of
features and allows total control of
entertainment programmes, including the ability
to plan events calendars and increase revenue. 

Advertising templates provide the ability to
create still or video animated adverts in a few
minutes, promoting food and drink, forthcoming
events and parties, or third party suppliers such
as taxi firms.

Mediatheme Operations Director Scott Williams
explained: “Many features have remained firm
favourites for a while now and will always do
so, but we’re constantly improving and updating
all features. The National Bingo game and the
Pulse jukebox have recently been introduced to
the already impressive list of features on the
new Entertainer.

Scott added: “The latest innovations mean the
system delivers even more than before, not
just in fun and music but, just as important to
our customers, more profitable revenue
streams, including advertising and the ability to
use split room zoning.

“This feature means that two events can run
concurrently, perhaps music in one room and a
quiz in another, or background music in one
and karaoke in another. It’s the nearest anyone
will come to pleasing all the people all of the
time!

“And we also provide an update service each
month, ensuring each system is kept up to

date with the very latest chart music releases
and customer requested songs, as well as the
latest video hits, new and classic karaoke
tracks, and new quiz questions,” he said.

The Entertainer is supplied with a free starter
pack, with stationery, tickets, and pads for the
complete entertainment experience. Each pack
includes: a free pack of Game 5 disco bingo
tickets; one 6-to-view bingo pads; three strips
of bingo flyers, '12 games per strip'; two Bingo
dabbers; one cloakroom pad; and three
Karaoke request pads.

There are a number of finance options
available, including a new purchase lease.
To book a a free demonstration call 01572
771363 or visit www.mediatheme.com for
more information.

a" of the time
The UK’s No 1 touch
entertainment system,
The Entertainer now
features an all new,
user-friendly interface
and split room ‘zoning’
capabilities supplied as
standard.

Now you can please all your customers

With unrivalled technical expertise and a large,
established, mature customer base across the
country, SB Machines has to be considered as
one of the leaders in its field.

Managing director Paolo Sidoli states, "When
we first started presenting our equipment to
the UK in the mid- 90's the majority of our

clientele were owner-operators of family
amusement centres by the seaside. Over the
past 10-15 years we have seen the growth of
supply of our equipment to Holiday Parks - as
the focus changed from Caravan Parks to
Holiday Parks; and as operators, large and
small alike, championed their locations as
holiday experiences; we have seen our
equipment becoming more prominent.   

“The great thing about kiddie rides, especially
our rides, is that they are proven revenue
generators and they present a soft and
welcoming image to any holiday park.  They
are easy to maintain and interestingly, they fall
outside the scope of the Gambling Act,
therefore they are not subject to intense
scrutiny or punitive legislation. We have
noticed this sector to be extremely resilient
despite poor weather in the UK in recent years,

competition from foreign holidays, and the
rules regarding taking children out of school
during term. In fact, we have seen the serious
operators come to the fore as they increase
their investment in their indoor leisure
offerings.

“Most of our equipment perfectly
complements any entertainment offerings in a
Holiday park with Double Pony Express,
Tagadisco and Missile being our most
successful models.  Attractive, engaging and
profitable these rides bring out the best of
what our sector has to offer.

www.sbmachines.co.uk

Revenue Generato$

SB Machines Leisure of
Porthcawl, South Wales,
has been established for
over 20 years as one of
the main suppliers of
Italian coin-operated
children’s rides across
the UK and Ireland.

SB Machines: 





The diverse range is suitable for all age groups
and abilities. Every element has been designed
to allow children’s imaginations to run wild and
to give a free rein to their natural urge to be
active. There are various climbing elements
such as climbing pyramids, jungle bridges, net
ramps, rope ladders and tunnels, an impressive
range of individual and group swings,
trampolines, hammocks and aerial runways.
Each play system comes with a wide range of
different structural design elements in every
shape and colour that will blend harmoniously
into virtually any adventure landscape. Play
worlds can be customised individually with
rope ladders, ropes, tyres and numerous other
accessories to meet every specific individual
requirement. 

Swings are one of a playground’s main
attractions. Huck offers every type of swing
option a child could possibly want. Whether for
toddlers, nursery, primary school children or
adults with limited mobility, Huck’s product
range has the right solution for everyone. 

Climbing nets and ropes provide an exciting
experience for all young explorers looking for
adventures. Huck’s large range of climbing nets

also acting as safety nets means children of all
ages can climb to greater heights. The ropes
are especially appealing because they swing,
bounce and vibrate, increasing the challenge of
the climb. Huck pyramids make the most of
the benefits of rope play equipment: the taut
net surfaces act as a play element but also as
fall protection, enabling children to climb much
higher. All Huck pyramids are available in mini,
midi and maxi versions depending on the
target age group and desired degree of
difficulty.  There is also a range of rotating
equipment from a spinning toadstool to a large
climbing pyramid that caters for all ages and
abilities seeking that rush of excitement. 

Huck’s popular rope courses combine
numerous separate elements to create one
individual play world. Rubber mats, hanging
ropes, wobble beams, climbing nets,
clambering loops and rings, bars and many
other elements can be suspended between
posts that are up to 3m high. Various bridge
constructions and climbing games are also part
of the fun. The course can be set up as a curve,
triangle, square or polygon – whatever you
choose. Children over the age of 3 will have a
lot of space for their play fun and at the same
time train their fine motor skills 

Trampolines are a must for any play area. Huck
has an extensive variety of trampolines
available in different shapes and sizes ideal for
all age groups and abilities.
For Huck’s full range of play equipment visit
www.huck-net.co.uk or ring 01308 421500 for
a brochure.

Consult, design, install ...

To make your play scheme a real adventure, as
well as supplying the play equipment directly
to you, Huck offer a full solutions service from
concept, design through to installation,

provided by AllPlay a wholly owned subsidiary
of Huck Nets (UK). They will design a
playground to suit any size, environment, age
group and budget. Utilising Huck’s full range of
playground equipment and supplementing
with OEM equipment if required, any area can
be converted in to an innovative and
challenging play environment to meet
individual needs.

“In order to deliver the high quality play space
you dream of we will work with you to fully
understand your requirements. This focused
approach ensures that age-appropriate play
needs are catered for, that the proposed play
area is innovative, physically challenging,
educational and mentally stimulating.” said All
Play’s Senior Playground Design Consultant,
Tony Lucas “We believe in creating spaces that
will encourage children to play outdoors, have
fun and meet new friends....playgrounds that
are fully accessible, inclusive and welcoming to
all children and is an adventure they look
forward to every time they visit!” 

For help with designing and installing an
adventure playground contact All Play, part
of the Huck Group, on 028 9756 5129 or
info@all-play.com or visit www.all-play.com
for more information on the full services
provided. 

with Huck Net!!

Huck Nets (UK) based in
Bridport Dorset, offer an
innovative range of
purpose-designed rope
play equipment that will
make every playground
an adventure. The range
is ideally suited to
outdoor natural play
environments and has
long been a popular
feature in parks and
playgrounds across the
UK and Europe. 

Make play an adventure
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The appeal of driving a vehicle
under your own control is a
concept that never loses appeal
with children, and Formula K a fully
UK-based manufacturer of fun vehicles has built a heritage over 30 years
of bringing this appeal to leisure venues around the world with its
market-leading range of vehicles and driving attractions. 

In addition to the professional appearance of the vehicles it's important
that a track is visible, kept attractive and well maintained. If these
elements are in place then the attraction becomes an easy sell to children
and parents using the park.

An indoor site may typically allocate a 12 x 6 metre footprint when
considering a mini car driving attraction with 4-5 cars. For outdoor
facilities, where space is often more readily available, the design can be
more flexible to accommodate higher numbers of vehicles and a more
elaborate layout. 

Formula K recently supplied Diggerland theme parks with a combination
of mini-cars totalling 52 vehicles, which will be operated across four
prime UK outdoor locations, demonstrating the versatility of what can be
achieved with available space.

The company also has many attractions placed in holiday and recreational
venues across the globe, and can name Warner Bros, Bourne Leisure's
Butlins and Haven sites, Vale Holiday Parks as well as the Pontins group
as valued clients. 

As well as these big players; Formula K finds as much satisfaction in
supplying smaller private venues with a product that will add
entertainment for the park’s guests and revenue to the park operators.

Formula K prides itself on the reliability of its vehicles. Having cars that
can be relied on to be available for use with minimal downtime is the
lifeblood of any successful driving attraction. 

Probably the single biggest selling point of Formula K’s products is the
battery run-time.  All the cars operate on a highly efficient 24v power
delivery system, and voltage regulated charging system, meaning that in
normal operations a battery changeover is unnecessary, and charging is
as simple as plugging each car to a normal power supply and leaving
overnight, ready for the next full days operation.

Without question the cars are built for longevity.  It is not unusual for
many operators to continue to use the same vehicles for 10 or more
years. 

The all-important cosmetic appearance can be
maintained in all environments, the bodywork is

self-coloured requiring only an occasional polish
and the graphic work is colourfast, so

there is never a need for a weary or
scruffy looking attraction; even

after many years.

www.formula-k.co.uk

The Perfect 
Formula!



Climbing Walls have become a staple attraction
at many venues looking to offer fun activities
for both children and adults. Innovative
Leisure’s variety of climbing walls available
continues to grow with the most recent
addition being the fun and colourful Klime
Wallz range. These walls are often referred to
as “fun walls” and are seen by many as a new
and exciting twist to the climbing wall. 

These walls can be combined to create an
appealing climbing environment to suit space
and budgetary requirements. Each design is
available in a variety of different sizes to suit a
target age range and ceiling height. The
Climber Timer upgrade on these walls adds a
competitive edge, while the illuminated LED
handhold upgrade adds ever more eye-
catching detail to the walls. 

For confidence in safety all Innovative Leisure’s
climbing walls utilise hydraulic auto belays and
to give operators total peace of mind, come
complete with ADIPS inspection and full UK
NAFLIC design review. The walls are suitable
for both indoor and outdoor operation.

“We’ve been supplying fun climbing attractions
to a host of different customers throughout the
UK since 2000,” said Innovative Leisure’s
managing director Phil Pickersgill. “They are a
hugely popular attraction for almost all ages
and are ideal for holiday parks and other
venues looking to add a physically challenging,
exciting and entertaining activity. Cheddar
Woods Resort and Spa in Somerset is a good
example of such an installation, where we
installed a ‘grip-a-rock’ wall featuring an
upgraded finish which is indistinguishable to
real rock.”

Innovative Leisure also supplies SkyTrail High
Ropes courses and junior ropes courses, Sky
Tykes, both attractions again fully certified
under ADIPS. SkyTrail High Ropes adventure

courses offer an exciting, adrenaline filled and
challenging experience through an assortment
of different elements, all in total safety via a
unique, continuous belay overhead track
system. This also allows participants to pass
one another, which has a crucial impact on
hourly capacity by eliminating bottlenecks and
queuing.

Among recent openings has been that at North
Bay Railway in Scarborough, a popular local
tourist attraction. The park offers a collection of
immaculately maintained mini engines, which
travel to the other side of the bay along the
scenic Scarborough coast. And now it also to
appeals to a more adventurous audience with
the installation of a Sky Trail High Ropes
course. The double level Navigator takes
visitors far from their comfort zone to face its
many rope-based activity elements. 

Designed and installed by Innovative Leisure
specialist team above the tracks the train
travels directly beneath the course, the SkyTrail
offers a whole new perspective of the
Peasholme Park site. 
Junior Sky Tykes courses are scaled down
versions of the high ropes courses and are for
children aged 2 and 7. Utilising the same
safety harness system for participants, parents
or chaperones are able to walk alongside their
children as youngsters move through the
different elements.

Among the Sky Tykes installations that have
been completed are those at three different
Center Parcs sites in the UK, Longleat Forest,
Sherwood Forest and most recently Whinfell
Forest in Cumbria. All the installations provide
a 10 pole course with 17 different elements
and a capacity for 20 children at any one time.

Water-based attractions are always popular
with children and Innovative Leisure offers the
Water Wars and Downpour Derby products to

cater to this requirement. Water Wars is a
water balloon battle game in which players
use a catapult to fire water filled balloons at
each other while the Downpour Derby puts
four participants into a race to fill water
buckets above their opponent’s head by
cranking a handle. The slowest to crank has
their bucket tipped on them and is drenched!
Recent installations of these attractions include,
Spring Barn Farm in East Sussex and Finkley
Down Farm in Hampshire (inflatable Water
Wars) and Fishers Farm Park in West Sussex
and Crealy Adventure Park in Cornwall
(Downpour Derby).

www.innovativeleisure.co.uk

with I%ovative Leisure
With over a decade of
experience and
hundreds of attractions
installed around the UK
and EU, Innovative
Leisure offers an
extensive range of
unique adventure
attractions suitable for
most venues. Sourced
from around the world,
these include climbing
walls, high ropes
courses, junior ropes
courses and water
games, all of which are
particularly suitable for
holiday parks, resorts,
caravan parks, campsites
and other family
orientated outlets.

Watch Your Profits Climb
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Bowling is a great activity that all types of
customer flock to over and over again. It’s
easy to maintain and requires no special
knowledge or dedicated staff to keep it going
strong. Plus, with new offerings like HD
scoring and visuals as well as a wide variety
of exclusive masking and lane themes,
Highway66 is a great fit for any center and
provides an impact that will keep its appeal
over time.

A typical 6-lane installation requires just 1200
square feet and takes just 7 days to install. All
installations are carried out by QubicaAMF’s
approved technicians.

No special shoes or equipment are required.
Also, it’s social and helps multiple people play
together building that personal connection
and creating lasting memories.

Highway66 provides an excellent return with
typical facilities paying back their investment
in 10-16 months. Also, considering that
Highway66 keeps its appeal over time, it
continues to deliver year after year it makes a
fantastic long-term reliable revenue producer.
Financial packages are available, tailored to
individual business needs. To find out more
call QubicaAMF on 01442 286500.

QubicaAMF has completed more than 3000
mini-bowling installations.

About QubicaAMF 
QubicaAMF Worldwide is the world’s leading
manufacturer and marketer of bowling and
mini bowling products. With worldwide
headquarters near Richmond, Virginia and

European headquarters in Bologna, Italy, the
company offers a complete line of high-
quality, innovative solutions for new and
existing bowling and entertainment centers. 

QubicaAMF has over 75 years of experience,
an installed base of more than 10,000 centers
worldwide and can provide the perfect
combination of bowling equipment, products
and services to build a traditional bowling
center, an FEC or entertainment facility to suit
any budget. The company has sales offices in
10 countries, a distributor network with
worldwide reach and maintains the largest
R&D team for software, electronics and
entertainment systems in the industry.

Additional information about all our
products is available at
www.qubicaamf.co.uk

www. holidayparksmanagement.comwww. holidayparksmanagement.com

QubicaAMF’s Highway66
mini bowling system is a
great solution for those
locations with limited
space. 
Highway66 offers all the
excitement of traditional
bowling in a scaled
down version to fit the
existing space and
business models of
amusement and FEC
facilities

Life in the 
Fa& Lane
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However, the self-catering market has always
shown a sense of resilience and as
holidaymakers were forced to look for better
value in their holidays, the ‘staycation’ factor
boomed. A major benefactor was, of course,
the holiday park.

In 2016, the phenomenon still breathes life
and boasts higher figures than pre-recession.
This remains good news for holiday parks.
With falling oil prices and international
security issues plastered all over the news,
leisure-seekers are more likely than ever to
put fuel in their car to go on their holidays in
the UK, especially for short-breaks. 

So, with holidaymakers being driven nicely
towards the open arms of UK holiday parks,
what are the main issues of the day for
holiday park managers?

New behaviour, higher expectations

Guests are more demanding. They have more
choice, more flexibility, and more say in a
connected world. The domestic tourism
market is also changing demographically. The
greatest growth areas are the retiree and
higher social group (or ABC1) markets. The
trend towards staycations is becoming
increasingly concentrated at the upper end of
the market, while much of the current UK
tourist infrastructure is concentrated at the
lower end. 

Holiday park operators are starting to address
this shift; many of them are investing in
glamping facilities or other luxury
accommodation and products to encourage a
new kind of experience on site. Catering
with, and selling, local produce is also
becoming more important, as is promoting
‘wellness’ to a growing band of new clientele
by providing, for example, spa days and a
range of life-affirming activities. 

More online visibility, more connectivity

Holidaymakers now expect to be able to
browse a holiday on a responsive website
from their mobile or tablet. They want to see
top quality, attractive photography and clear,

honest information about what kind of
holiday experience they will get. They also
expect to be able to book their holiday online
there and then through a clear, responsive
booking engine. And God forbid if a
destination doesn’t have WiFi! Holiday park
owners can look into improving their
websites and connectivity to dramatically
reduce turn-aways from potential guests and
therefore any loss of precious revenue.

Operational and administrative overload

If you’re out on the road as much as we are,
you will often hear park owners say,
“Owning, managing or working on a park is a
way of life, not a job.” Life is very
demanding; there are copious hours of round
the clock admin, year-round stress keeping
up occupancy levels, producing effective
targeted marketing, and keeping the site
itself maintained. Getting a good overview of
the operational status of the business while
keeping a hand on all the nuts and bolts of
running a busy holiday park is paramount to
an owner or manager.

So the holiday park environment has become
challenging; it’s no longer okay just to receive
bookings and carry out general maintenance
and upkeep. It’s about really knowing
customers, nurturing those relationships,
planning smarter, constantly innovating and
reacting to trends, and providing a gold star
customer experience.

This is where a good PMS needs to step in,
and Anytime Booking fits the bill

Anytime Booking is a PMS (property
management software) that makes life
easier for park owners and the very busy
members of staff who work on site,
addressing the challenges above. 

Designed specifically for this sector, Anytime
Booking is a responsive online booking and
site management software that enables
parks to sell holidays online, market through
other channels such as Trip Advisor,
Booking.com and Pitch Up, handle payments,
manage reception, reduce admin, reduce

running costs and produce a whole host of
operational reporting and segmented
marketing to the customers they want to
attract. We also give parks the opportunity to
sell activities, courses and any other extras
such as fire-pit hire, logs, welcome packs, gift
vouchers, tickets to barbecue nights, you
name it.

"Not only has Anytime Booking
revolutionised how I run my business, and
kept it open all year round,” says Andrew
Radford of Home Farm Camping and
Caravanning Park, “an additional and
welcome bonus is that we have had a
massive increase in bookings. Before, I was
often unable to get back to customers soon
enough. Keeping track of payments, receipts,
who is on site and who is arriving are all so
simple with Anytime Booking – the system
even sends out email communication,
directions and a map on its own! What better
service could you give to your guests?”

If you want Anytime Booking to help your
holiday park go the extra mile to deliver a
gold standard customer service, please
contact us on 01326 574660 or
info@anytimebooking.co.uk.

www.anytimebooking.co.uk

In recent years, the UK
holiday market has been
really up against it.
Soaring fuel prices, the
credit crunch and some
pretty crummy weather
saw holidaymakers
tightening their belts
and opting for cheap
holidays abroad or
staying at home
altogether. 

The challenges of a holiday park: 
increased demand require! increased i%ovation

a d v e r t o r i a l



The UK’s Leading Outdoor Show for Park
Homes & Leisure Lodges returns once again
to Stoneleigh Park in Warwickshire to
showcase the very latest in design and
concepts from Most of the UK’s Leading
manufacturers, park owners, park operators
and others in the trade are offered a unique
opportunity to spend quality time with
manufacturers, view new models and other
homes on display and consider new
concepts and designs. It’s a perfect
environment to do business and also a
great chance to simply catch up with friends
and colleagues in the relaxed atmosphere
and surroundings. 

Over 50 show homes to explore and view
from the UK’s leading manufacturers – at the
time of going to press Cambrian, Pathfinder,
Wessex, Lindera, Homeseeker, Oakgrove,
Pemberton, Omar, Sovereign, Prestige,
Tingdene, Willerby, Manor and Stately-Albion
already signed up to be in the one place at
the same time – what better way to really
compare the market!

All that PLUS numerous industry
related exhibitors covering every
aspect of this lifestyle from Luxury
Park Operators, Refurbishment,
Decking, Insurance, Finance,
Specialised Estate Agents, Coatings,
Garages, Electrics, Heating Etc. etc. 

For those who haven’t been to the
show its an outside event, set on
grassy areas with easy access in the
beautiful surroundings of Stoneleigh
Park, Warwickshire - giving visitors a
wonderful feel for that quality ‘Leisure
or Park Homes lifestyle’.!

! FREE ENTRY, CAR PARKING & SHOW
GUIDE

! SAT NAV – CV8 2LG (NAEC, STONELEIGH
PARK, WARWICKSHIRE (in between
Kenilworth & Leamington Spa

! 2016 DATES: 9th (TRADE PREVIEW DAY)
& 10th – 12th JUNE (General
Public/TRADE) 

! Show opens daily at 10am. Dogs
welcome if kept on leads. Catering on
site

FOR FURTHER INFO VISIT:-
www.parkhomeandleisure.co.uk or call
the Organisers on 01789 491451

With so much to see, you may want to
extend your visit. So why not stay the night
at the Stoneleigh Lodge hotel or in the
Beautiful nearby towns of Kenilworth,
Warwick or Leamington Spa? The Venue also
has on-site overnight stay facilities for
motorhomes and caravans.
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This annual event is
firmly established as the
‘MUST VISIT SHOW’ 

Dates for your Diary are: 
9th June 
(Trade Preview Day) & 
10th – 12th June
(General Public/Trade)

The World of Park and Leisure Homes Show - June 2016
Stoneleigh Park (NAEC), Warwickshire






